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I Am Hamlet

The world premiere of I Am Hamlet was presented by Art Street Theatre at 
EXIT Stage Left, San Francisco, CA, on March 8, 2002. The production was 
directed by Kevin Clarke, with the following cast and staff:

HAMLET Mark Jackson
OPHELIA Temple Crocker

Set Kevin Clarke and Mark Jackson
Costumes / Props Temple Crocker
Lighting Jason Ries
Sound Jake Rodriguez
Stage Manager Lorraine Olsen

Note

I AM HAMLET is to be performed by one actor in the role of Hamlet, 
who in turn plays all the other roles, until Ophelia’s entrance at the end 
of the play. He should never leave the stage until the end of the play. 

Necessary props include a chair, a hardback copy of HAMLET, a ghost 
light, and Yorick’s skull. Everything else can and should be mimed.

Preshow

As the audience enters, restless classical music is playing. HAMLET is 
unobtrusively present onstage – stretching, reading a hardback copy of 
his play, thinking. There is a chair, a ghost light, and Yorick’s skull. One 
wall is covered with tick marks in the classic clusters of five, such as those 
one might expect to find on a prison wall. 

PROLOGUE

Quite suddenly, music of grand, romantic proportions fills the theatre. 
A wash of colored light hits HAMLET who was kneeling USC reading 
his book. He looks up at the light, then out at the audience. At once he 
springs into action, setting his book upright on the chair, then rolling the 
ghost light over to the SL wall before returning to USC to find his first 
mark, back turned to the audience. Lights change suddenly to bright 
white, the music ends, and HAMLET spins to face the audience. After a 
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moment a sly smile creeps across his face and, quite deliberately, he takes 
a very Shakespearean pose for:

HAMLET   To be, or–?

Waits for the audience to fill in the remainder of this infamous sound 
bite. Once they catch on, he continues:

HAMLET   that is the question:
Whether ‘tis nobler in the mind to suffer
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune,
Or to take arms against a sea of troubles
And by opposing end them. To die – to sleep,
No more; and by a sleep to say we end
The heart-ache and the thousand natural shocks
That flesh is heir to: ‘tis a consummation
Devoutly to be wish’d. To die, to sleep;
To sleep, perchance to dream – ay, there’s the rub:
For in that sleep of death what dreams may come,
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil,
Must give us pause – there’s the respect
That makes calamity of so long life.
For who would bear the whips and scorns of time,
Th’ oppressor’s wrong, the proud man’s contumely,
The pangs of dispriz’d love, the law’s delay,
The insolence of office, and the spurns
That patient merit of th’ unworthy takes,
When he himself might his quietus make
With a bare bodkin? Who would fardels bear,
To grunt and sweat under a weary life,
But that the dread of something after death,
The undiscover’d country, from whose bourn
No traveller returns, puzzles the will,
And makes us rather bear those ills we have
Than fly to others that we know not of?
Thus conscience does make cowards of us all,
And thus the native hue of resolution
Is sicklied o’er with the pale cast of thought,
And enterprises of great pitch and moment
With this regard their currents turn awry
And lose the name of action.

So. Now that we’ve got that one out of the way. We can enjoy ourselves. 
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Let’s to the play, shall we! 
Ah. But, being the good host, I should first introduce myself. I am: Hamlet. 

Actor. Director. Critic. Comedian. Dramatist. Philosopher. Adventurer. Lover. 
Son. Nephew. Prince. Hero. And villain. I am Hamlet.

But where’s the rest of the cast? Where is the set? Why am I talking 
this way? What about Shakespeare? What about the Wooden O and Kristin 
Linklater and Kenneth Brannagh? Perhaps you have come here tonight 
specifically to see Hamlet. Well: I am:

HAMLET executes a series of gestures and poses indicating the many 
sides of:

HAMLET   Hamlet. 
And I am fated, it seems, to walk the night, as my father did before me, 

for having at my plot’s end been snuffed out unaneled, no reck’ning made, sent 
to my account with all my crimes on my head, and therefore denied entrance 
through Heaven’s gate. A questionable policy of bad timing, to say the least, of 
which I’ll be certain to ask Saint Peter should we ever finally be introduced. 

My Hell, as it turns out, is two fold. First, I am doomed to house and feed 
generations of academics who have built a dubious industry on the analysis of 
this Quarto and that Folio – rumor mongers with nothing better to do than 
reduce my life to a dry heap of words to be poked and prodded like the carcass 
of some fantastical dead beast, once so full of life and kicking, now packed 
in ice, sliced up, and divvied out to any soft set of hands in need of highbrow 
gesticulation. 

Secondly, I have been made to stand idly by whilst various actors and 
directors take their stabs at me, dissecting William’s loving and passionate 
rendition of my life and times and refashioning it to suit their own. Which I 
haven’t anything against, per se. It’s all very fascinating, and flattering, really, 
that so many people would care to tell and sit through my bio time and time 
again. I should be grateful. I’ve been played Elizabethan. I’ve been played 
uptown Manhattan. I’ve been played Weimar Republic. I’ve been played 
Imperial Japan. I’ve been played Cold War Poland. I’ve been played post-
modern, whatever the hell that means. In short, my fifteen minutes have been 
wrapped around thousands of wrists, counted out in every language at every 
hour on the hour somewhere in the world at any given time. Never has anyone 
but Jesus had to listen to his story told more than I. Resurrected at regular 
intervals in the likes of Sarah Bernhardt, Sir Lawrence, Ethan Hawke, and 
endless others, I have watched my life paraded before me in various states of 
dress by these countless players. 

But when they take their final bow and disappear behind that great curtain 
where they may rest in the warm glory of their deeds, I am left onstage, hung 
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up in darkness, a thing of memory, until the next batch of patrons arrives to call 
forth the players once again.

For these many hundred years I have lived at the mercy of actors and PhDs. 
Lived, yes, but on borrowed blood. 

So, I have decided to be a bit more proactive in regard to my Fate. And 
to that end I have devised for you this evening. From the horse’s mouth, so 
to speak, I shall feed to your open ears my perspective on my life. To tell 
what happened as I first saw it, heard it, and felt it, and as I now see hear and 
feel it over and over again whilst others perform it night after night, season 
upon season, or grind it into dust beneath the pressure of their critical quills. 
Illumination is my aim! And, therefore, here we are again. In! The theatre! 

Audience… Stage… Actor… Aaaaaand Curtain!

ACT 1, SCENE 2

Lights shift. Baroque or some such music. HAMLET, alone in the crowd, 
at Claudius’ official gathering. He looks very much the Melancholy 
Dane. HAMLET’s solitude is interrupted by a guest on his left who offers 
condolences, then another on his right, who offers congratulations.

HAMLET   By this time, the play has already begun. Unless it’s one of those 
painfully faithful productions we’re about five minutes into it by now as I make 
my first appearance, watching mine uncle, Claudius, now my father and King 
of Denmark, as he addresses the crowd at a rather confusing event. Is this an 
official gathering of the heads of state? A wedding reception? Or a funeral? 
Though I am of course inclined toward the latter, it is, methinks, a tidy and 
convenient hodgepodge of all three. Whatever it is, with my smiling mother’s 
hand in his sweaty palm, his stomach no doubt freshly filled with chops of baby 
lamb washed down by goblets of my father’s sweetest wine, King Claudius of 
Denmark looks out over his newly acquired subjects. 

God! That it should come to this! That my mother would hang her lips 
evermore on that garbage, as if increase of appetite had grown by what it 
fed on, and my father but two months dead – nay, not so much, not two – A 
month! A little month! O most wicked speed! To post with such dexterity to 
incestuous sheets! Frailty, thy name is woman. A beast that wants discourse of 
reason would have mourn’d longer than she now hitch’d to my father’s brother, 
and he no more like my father that I to Hercules. It is not, nor it can not come 
to good. …Nevertheless, there he stands: fed, wed, and peacock-like, and in this 
fattened and contented state, he now so solemnly coos:
CLAUDIUS   Though yet of Hamlet our dear brother’s death
The memory be green, and that it is befitted
To bear our hearts in grief, and our whole kingdom
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To be contracted in one brow of woe,
Yet so far hath discretion fought with nature
That we with wisest sorrow think on him
Together with remembrance of ourselves.
Therefore our sometime sister, now our queen,
Have we, as ‘twere with a defeated joy,
With an auspicious and a dropping eye,
With mirth in funeral and with dirge in marriage,
In equal scale weighing delight and dole,
Taken to wife. Nor have we herein barr’d
Your better wisdoms, which have freely gone
With this affair along. For all, our thanks.

Applause. CLAUDIUS takes a swig of wine and tosses the glass.

HAMLET   And yes of course everybody applauds. Wholeheartedly no less. For 
they would prefer to remain standing on whatever rung it is they’re clinging 
to these days, and complimenting the new King’s sudden marriage to a hot 
corpse’s wife surely helps to ease those uneasy pangs of fear that accompany 
such a quick change of power.

Claudius goes on to chatter about the young Prince Fortinbras of Norway 
who has plans to march on Denmark and take her lands by force, and who 
nobody really cares about, but he’s got to come on at the end and say a few 
words to wrap things up since everybody else of royal note is dead by that 
point; so we must plant his seed now, mention him periodically over the course 
of the evening, and then in the end pretend he’s not an anti-climax.

So, after a few military dispatches on the matter of this impending 
Fortinbras, and some other banter with Laertes, brother of my– dear Ophelia, 
in which Claudius grants the lad permission to go romp about in France, my 
kind Uncle Father then turns the eyes of the entire room on me. Thank you 
Claudius. He says:
CLAUDIUS   But now, my cousin Hamlet, and my son–
HAMLET   A little more than kin, and less than kind.
CLAUDIUS   How is it that the clouds still hang on you?
HAMLET   How is it? How is’t? What, have you not read the script? Are you 
that lazy you bloated sandbox villain? Adulterate beast! Traitorous thieving 
prick!

But of course I don’t say that. Instead, I say something like, no, the clouds 
aren’t hanging over my head. Rather, I am too much in the sun. Get it? Son? A 
little play on words? I would rather not be your son and therefore I stand too 
much in the sun? Entire books have been written about that line you idiotic 
fraud! Do I have to draw you a diagram? My father did just die yuh know! So 
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I’m not feeling particularly social at the moment! Please do not direct the light 
of all eyes unto me when I would much prefer my privacy!

Of course I don’t say that either. I stand still, not unlike: this, whilst my 
lipsticked hair-done strapless silver-sequined garter-underneath no-panties 
mother offers her comforting hand and loving plea:
GERTRUDE   Good Hamlet, cast thy nighted colour off,
And let thine eyes look like a friend on Denmark.
HAMLET   Meaning him. As if so small a man could embody so great a thing 
as nations. She goes on:
GERTRUDE   Do not forever with thy vailed lids
Seek for thy noble father in the dust.
Thou know’st ‘tis common: all that lives must die,
Passing through nature to eternity.
HAMLET   Ay, madam, it is common… Like your impatient lust. Like your 
wanton hunger for this foul meat. You who but one month ago cried like Niobe 
as you followed my poor father’s body draped in the black regalia of mourning. 
I should commend you for your political proficiency. Tears are good politics 
indeed when the king your husband lies warm in his cold new womb that never 
will bare fruit but for worms and maggots!

But it is too early in the play for such an outburst as this. Therefore:
Ay, madam, it is common.

GERTRUDE   If it be,
Why seems it so particular with thee?
HAMLET   Seems, madam? Nay, it is. I know not ‘seems’.
‘Tis not alone my inky cloak, good mother,
Nor customary suits of solemn black,
Nor windy suspirations of forc’d breath,
No, nor the fruitful river in the eye,
Together with all forms, moods, shapes of grief,
That can denote me truly. These indeed seem,
For they are actions that a man might play;
But I have that within which passes show,
These but the trappings and the suits of woe.

What I am saying is so transparent. That Gertrude and Claudius cannot 
hear it for the accusation it is is testament to the depths of their imbecility. Or 
their self control. For of course at this point in the play their taking full note 
of my sordid implications would behoove neither them nor the plot. And 
therefore they remain conveniently dumb. And you, the audience, are at once 
made my sole conspirator. Shhhh. So, whilst Claudius then prattles on, offering 
me his advice and sympathies and bad breath, I can hear only the hissing of 
steam as it shoots from my heart like a jet stream straight to my head. Luckily 
this unbearable scene is now over. The room clears before I must suffer any 
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more toxic gas from rank mouths, or the sore eyeful of my mother so stupidly 
grinning at that man’s side and no longer the mother whose bossom I once 
clung to and fed at and cried on and felt safe against. That’s all over now. She is 
a living example of Bertolt Brecht’s “Alienation Effect.” She has become strange. 
She has married another and therefore is no longer My Mother but a woman.

And now I: am alone…
O that this too too solid flesh would melt,

Thaw and resolve itself into a dew,
Or that the Everlasting  had not fix’d
His canon ‘gainst self-slaughter. O God! God!
How weary, stale, flat, and unprofitable
Seem to me all the uses of this world.

Or so they did until what happens next! Enter Horatio. My good and dear 
friend. Perhaps the most perfect friend that History has ever seen. Always 
ready with a laugh for my jokes, a patient sponge for my thoughts, a hand-on-
the-shoulder-squeeze for my woes. A bit boring. But steeped in his endless 
devotion to me. Friend. Horatio. Now he comes to, one: give me my purpose, 
and two: kick this play into gear. 
HORATIO   I think I saw him yesternight.
HAMLET   he says. “Saw? Who?” I ask. 
HORATIO   The king, your father.
HAMLET   Ah! What?! The king my father? For god’s love let me hear!

Horatio explains how he and two secondaries, Marcellus and Bernardo, did 
see the apparition of my father walk in solemn march upon the platform where 
in the dead and middle of the night they did make their watch. And! And! 
Apparently this was fast becoming a regular habit of my father’s, given that he’d 
been seen thus marching twice already, his face pale, a countenance more in 
sorrow than in anger, and arm’d from tip to toe. To which I said, “That’s strange. 
(snaps) I would that I had been there. I will watch tonight. For perchance ‘twill 
walk again.” 

ACT I, SCENE V

HAMLET   So, that night, hoping for a glimpse of the miracle described unto 
me, I hurry myself to the platform to wait in biting cold. 

Staring into the black night, my breath billowing from my lips like the 
coattails of ascending spirits, I only half listen to the obligatory banter between 
myself Horatio and Marcellus… In the distance can be heard the carousing of 
the new king, his widow-wife, and selected guests as they drain their draughts 
of Rhenish, swagger about in dance, and sound the trumpets in triumph of 
their conjugal pledge. ‘Tis a foul Danish custom, this bawdy post-nuptial 
drunkenness. Pfff!
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HAMLET shakes his head and looks away from the distant carousing. 
Quite suddenly he is the GHOST of his father and an ominous chord of 
music strikes the air. Then as HAMLET:

HAMLET   Ah! Look, it comes! 

The GHOST again for a moment. Then again as HAMLET:

HAMLET   Angels and ministers of grace defend me! It is the king! My father!

The GHOST reaches out and beckons HAMLET to follow. HAMLET 
then says:

HAMLET   Look with what courteous action it beckons me to go away with it!
HORATIO   But do not go with it, my lord, do not!
HAMLET   Yea but I will! What have I to fear? I do not set my life at a pin’s fee! 
Though Hell itself should gape I’ll follow it!
 

A bit impatient now, the GHOST beckons HAMLET once again to 
follow.

HAMLET   It waves me forth again. Go on, spirit, I’ll follow thee!
And so I do. Now, different productions handle this next and most quick 

transition in various ways. Most often, however, in order to denote the change 
of location, I am simply made to run off in one direction, and, within a handful 
of lines from Horatio and Marcellus, must scramble through the backstage 
clutter and re-enter on the opposite side of the stage. Like this.

HAMLET demonstrates.

HAMLET   And now we’re off in the woods someplace where the Ghost and I 
may talk in private, and he says:
GHOST   Mark me.
HAMLET   O but I will. I will.
GHOST   The hour is almost come
When I to sulph’rous and tormenting flames
Must render up myself.
HAMLET   O, Alas, poor ghost–!
GHOST   Pity me not, but lend thy serious hearing
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To what I shall unfold.
HAMLET   And then he drops the bomb.
GHOST   ‘Tis given out that, while sleeping in my orchard,
A serpent stung me – so the whole ear of Denmark
Is by a forged process of my death
Rankly adus’d – but know, thou noble youth,
The serpent that did sting thy father’s life
Now wears his crown!
HAMLET   Ah-HA! I knew it! O my prophetic soul! My uncle!
GHOST   If thou didst ever thy dear father love
Revenge his foul and most unnatural murder.
HAMLET   O Murder!
GHOST   Yes Murder. Murder most foul.
If thou hast nature in thee, bear it not.
Let not the royal bed of Denmark be
A couch for luxury and damned incest.

A cock crows in the distance. The GHOST appears startled.

GHOST   Adieu. Adieu. Adieu. Remember me.
HAMLET   Remember thee?
Yea, from the table of my memory
I’ll wipe away all trivial fond records,
All saws of books, all forms, all pressures past
That youth and observation copied there,
And thy commandment all alone shall live
Within the book and volume of my brain,
Unmix’d with baser matter! Yes, by heaven!
I swear it will be so!
GHOST   Very well.

Exit GHOST.

HAMLET   Bye dad!
O villain, villain, smiling damned villain!
That one may smile, and smile, and be a villain!
At least I am sure it may be so in Denmark.
So, uncle, there you are. Now to my word.
I have sworn it. Rest, rest, perturbed spirit. 
But how am I to do’t? This broken heart
Is called upon to beat with even pulse,
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And this distracted globe t’ arrive at quick
Decision; this half paralyz’d sinew 
To nerve itself to action. And what if 
This spirit be a devil that hath pow’r 
T’assume a pleasing shape, yea, and perhaps,
Out of my weakness and my melancholy,
Abuses me to damn me?
The time is out of joint. O cursed spite,
That ever I was born to set it right.

HAMLET thinks hard on’t. Then:

HAMLET   Ah! Never speak of this I now impart,
Never, so help you mercy, no matter
How strange or odd some ‘er I bear myself –
As I perchance hereafter shall think meet
To put an antic disposition on.
And you, at such time seeing, never shall give out
That you know aught of me – this do swear.

When they do, HAMLET gives a thumbs up and darts away, stops 
suddenly and turns with a thought:

HAMLET   There are more things in heaven and earth, dear friends, than are 
dreamt of in our philosophy. 

Or in the theatre, for that matter.
What you don’t see in William’s play are the sleepless nights that follow. 

Sleep?! After that? Not a chance. Not a wink. I’m a Wittenberg lad, you know: 
to my study I dutifully fly to seek out every word written on the spirits, every 
syllable detailing the plight of souls caught betwixt Hell and Heaven. Mine eyes 
made eager slits by dying candles, my head do I fill with images of mine uncle 
and his little vial of poison, my mother slicked by his sweat on a bed of tangled 
sheets, my father at the moment of his untimely demise and now toiling amidst 
the unimaginable. Images too horrible for weak words! But: I should have 
no need of words. For now I have my purpose. Uh? Now I have: my Super 
Objective, as comrade Stanislavsky would say. To expose Claudius. No, not just 
expose. Murder. Assassinate. Kill. …So what do I do?

ACT II, SCENE I

HAMLET   I go visit my girlfriend. This Shakespeare also does not let you see, 
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but rather takes the more ambiguous route by having Ophelia describe our 
meeting, and my bizarre behavior therein, in tormented detail to her father, 
Polonius, my Uncle King’s right hand man. This way, by denying direct witness 
to the curious event itself, Shakespeare forces you to wonder at Ophelia’s words 
what my true intentions are – thus providing the subject for tens of thousands 
of Masters Faeces– theses. Am I mad indeed, mad in craft knowing that Ophelia 
will run to Polonius to set my public lunacy in motion, or am I bidding a final 
farewell to my first love since I now have a greater purpose in life that requires 
my full attention?

HAMLET shrugs, then smiles knowingly at the audience for a moment. 
Then…

HAMLET   So, Ophelia– …Ophelia describes to Polonius how I came to her in 
her chamber. You’ve heard it before. How I was disheveled. How I held her by 
the wrist, perused her face at length, and raised a sigh so piteous and profound, 
and how with my head famously o’er my shoulder turn’d I seem’d to find my way 
without my eyes as I left the room. “Oh what does it mean?” Quick: propose a 
theory, write a book, scrunch brow, squeeze pen, pour like a flood over analyses 
past. “What is Hamlet doing?” The actor must decide. Mad indeed? Mad in 
craft? Bye-bye Love? What’s it going to be? These are the choices the actor must 
make. It’s theatre. It’s all about Making Choices! This is the actor’s craft, you 
see. The actor must do on stage what we cannot do in life: make a decision! 
Not always an easy thing to do. To commit to one’s actions? In public? Yes, 
commitment makes the actor vulnerable to critique. “Oh please, dahling, did 
you learn nothing at A.C.T.?” Perhaps this is why the theatre is so well stocked 
with neurotics clutching at their cigarettes and suckling from mugs of toxic 
caffeine, people who seem to lack a protective layer of skin to defend their 
nerves from the outside world constantly staring, judging, probing, pawing, 
stabbing, grinding them down. The stage exposes the actor with its proscenium 
lens and we who sit comfortably in the dark are faced with the fact that we are 
all but mediocre. That we are but men and women…

Well. Man delights not me. Mm-mm. No, nor woman neither. In which 
case, what need have I for theatre, the subject of which is man and woman as 
they toil between earth and Heaven? I somewhat resent the theatre, actually. 
Not only for being my monument and my hell. But for the implication. All 
these actors doing extraordinary things, brimming with wit that one can never 
achieve in daily life. Must we pedestrians be expected to look and sound on 
a daily basis as they do? We haven’t the means. They have costume designers, 
vocal coaches. They’ve spent tens of thousands of dollars at Yale practicing 
spontaneity. They’re not actually that witty. Some penniless writer pushed out 
that wit like a constipated turd over the course of weeks, months. That can’t be 
easy. But on stage it must look: effortless.
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A brief ballet in which HAMLET stabs his victim multiple times and 
with exquisit grace. Then…

HAMLET   Yet why is it that we cannot bring ourselves in life to utter what 
these actors mutter so easily, to do the things they do that we only dare achieve 
vicariously through them? Is it not monstrous that a player, here, but in a 
fiction, in a dream of passion, can force his soul so to his own conceit that from 
her working all his visage wanns, tears in his eyes, distraction in his aspect, a 
broken voice, and his whole function suiting with forms to his conceit? And all 
for what? For nothing. What could he do had he the motive and cue for passion 
that I have, for example? Why he would drown the stage with tears, cleave 
the general ear with horrid speech, make mad the guilty and appall the free, 
confound the ignorant, and amaze indeed the very faculties of eyes and ears… 
Yet I, a dull and muddy-mettled rascal, do nothing. No matter how many cuts 
they make, now matter how they dress me up, I never really get to Act Five any 
differently. Always the same string of soliloquies unwinding around the globe 
over and over and over. Oh, this is most brave, that I, the son of a dear father 
murder’d, prompted to my revenge by heaven and hell, must like a whore be 
made to unpack my heart time and again with words! 

What am I waiting for?! “Do it! Do it Hamlet! Expose the villain! Draw 
your dagger and carve him open ear to ear! Fill his head with your venom as he 
did fill your father! Purge the pestilence for us all! Unlock the prison gates of 
Denmark and free us from our rotten mediocrity! O vengeance!” Sounds good. 
So, what, do I simply accuse him over dinner? Huh? “Uncle, could please pass 
the peas? Thank you. Oh and by the way, I happen to know that you killed my 
father you dirty bastard! Take this!” And shove a breadstick through his head? 

How will I do it? Ah! I’ll put an antic disposition on. Yes, that will buy me 
some time, madness providing license for all sorts of odd behavior whilst I put 
my dead father’s allegation to the test. Can’t be too careful now can we. Yes, I’ll 
shake them, slowly. I’ll have my fun with them all whilst I drum up the what, 
courage?! 

ACT II, SCENE II.

HAMLET   So, look you now, here comes Polonius, flush with Ophelia’s news 
of my madness and eager to see for himself. I’ll try out my new mental state on 
him.
POLONIUS   How does my good Lord Hamlet?
HAMLET   Pretending to read a prop book, I proceed to befuddle Polonius 
with words, words, words. Words like Conception. Honest. Slanders. Purging. 
And other such pungent clues that I know the tedious old fart will never sniff 
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out.
POLONIUS   Oh, ehm, heh, what is the matter, my lord?
HAMLET   Between who?
POLONIUS   I mean the matter that you read, my lord?
HAMLET   Oh… I then banter a bit about witless old men to which he says, 
aside,
POLONIUS   How pregnant sometimes his replies are. Though this be 
madness, yet there is method in’t. I will leave him and contrive a means of 
meeting between him and my daughter. My lord, I will take my leave of you.
HAMLET   Fine. To which I reply, “You cannot, sir, take from me anything that 
I will not more willingly part withal – except my life.”

POLONIUS does not appear to get it.

HAMLET   “Except my life!” …Except my life.

We hear a drop of water fall.

HAMLET   I am then informed that a travelling troupe of players has arrived 
and will perform for the court a play of any sort we like. Hmm.

Hmm!
I have heard

That guilty creatures sitting at a play
Have, by the very cunning of the scene,
Been struck so to the soul that presently
They have proclaim’d their malefactions.
And murder, though it have no tongue, will speak
With most miraculous organ. I’ll have these players
Play something like the murder of my father
Before mine uncle. I’ll observe his looks;
I’ll tent him to the quick. If a do blanch,
I know my course. The play’s the thing
Wherein I’ll catch the conscience of the King!

ACT III, SCENE I

HAMLET Ha! I took Intro to Playwriting at Wittenberg. I can knock off a little 
drama cleverly echoing the events of my father’s murder. It doesn’t have to be 
that good, really. It’s agitprop. 

Now. Polonius and Claudius at this point drag Ophelia deeper into the 
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swamp of their intrigues. They instruct her to return old love letters to me in 
the hopes that I’ll flip out and give ‘em a show like the one she described a few 
scenes back. They want proof, with their own eyes, since Ophelia is just a silly 
girl and her good word not good enough.

Now, Ophelia– …Ophelia has very little stage time for a character of her 
renown. Her story is very… Well, books have been written about her as well. 
And songs. And many a painter has described her plight. Yet she isn’t given 
much chance to speak for herself. This is Shakespeare’s choice. 

Though dramaturgically it does make sense, you know, because I am so 
preoccupied with my super objective, and it is, after all, my play…

At any rate. There I am, lost in thought, thinking about my new play, 
contemplating life’s mysteries, to be or not to be, that sort of thing. Claudius 
and Polonius have hid behind a curtain or, depending on the production, a see-
through mirror. And in walks: Ophelia. 

HAMLET gestures toward Ophelia’s “entrance” through the curtains 
USC, though he does not embody her as he has other characters. “They” 
counter one another slowly.

HAMLET   …We talk. I uh– by her nervous behavior I catch on that she is– in 
cahoots with Claudius and Polonius. “Et tu, Ophelia? Whom I did love once? 
You are capable of treachery as well. Frailty thy name is once again woman.” 
This was my thinking. Is my thinking, in the play. And so I berate her soundly 
for being of the sex of sirens, command that she “get thee to a nunnery” rather 
than pollute the world with more toxic humanity, and leave her bobbing in the 
wake of my wrath. And that’s that.

ACT III, SCENE II

HAMLET   From there I run off to direct the players in my new play since it 
must needs be ready by this evening. 

Now, Shakespeare gives me a long passage to them that begins famously 
with “Speak the speech, I pray you,” and goes on with what we presume are his 
thoughts about actors and acting. Why would I lecture a troupe of actors about 
basic acting techniques as Shakespeare has me do? They’re not undergrads. 
They’re professionals. They’re on constant tour. They’re giving a command 
performance before the king and queen for god’s sake. They know what they’re 
doing. I prefer the productions that cut this bit. It’s rather embarrassing.

So, curtain time approaches. My audience is finding their seats. I grab 
Horatio by the arm and tell him:
There is a play tonight before the King;
One scene of it comes near the circumstance
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Which I have told thee of my father’s death.
I prithee, when thou seest that act afoot,
Observe my uncle. Give him heedful note.
HORATIO   Yes my lord,
HAMLET   etcetera, and off he goes to find his seat as the lobby lights blink.

I call the play: The Mousetrap. ‘Tis a knavish piece of work, but what o’ 
that? Claudius must be pinned, and I intend catch him and stick him until 
he squeals. I have already, and continue to do so e’en in this scene, used my 
counterfeit madness to slip all sorts of needles into his ear and those of his 
willing and/or unknowing cohorts: Polonius, Ophelia, my Mother, other 
sundry members of the court sent to spy on me morning noon and night! O 
God let this play be the final act that nails that thief to the stage where he trods 
beneath his stolen crown. 

Sound of applause…

HAMLET   And so it begins.
Now, Claudius is not entirely an idiot. Like a good politician-actor he has 

studied his craft. He may lack any integrity whatsoever but he did manage to 
plot his bum square on the throne without too much trouble. When the critical 
scene of my little drama unfolds, he’s not going to stand up and 
CLAUDIUS   Ho bloody fuck Hamlet knows what I– (covers mouth)
HAMLET   Not at all. He’s no Iago, but he is a general. He’s not going to AAGH! 
and soil his knickers. So: when the crucial moment arrives and the players 
begin to enact the poisoning, I watch… Horatio watches… And Claudius…

HAMLET demonstrates CLAUDIUS reacting to the unfolding scene.

HAMLET   And then, when the prop vile of green food coloring finally tips and 
spatters into the player king’s ear, Claudius:

CLAUDIUS stands.

HAMLET   Me: Ah HA! …Gertrude:
GERTRUDE   How fares my lord?
CLAUDIUS   Give me some light. Away.

CLAUDIUS turns and leaves.

HAMLET   Horatio! O good Horatio, I’ll take the ghost’s word for a thousand 
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pound. Didst percieve? Upon the talk of the poisoning?
HORATIO   Very well, my lord.
HAMLET   But no sooner have I popped that stinking boil and exploded with 
victorious glee then Claudius has set upon me Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, 
two old friends of mine now tugged by Herr Uncle’s golden strings. One of 
them says – which one doesn’t matter – 
ROSENCRANTZ OR GUILDENSTERN   The Queen your mother desires to 
speak with you, my lord.
HAMLET   Good. Then I know she watched the play as well. (to Ros or Guild) I 
will come to my mother by and by! Exeunt all but Hamlet!

Exit Rosencrantz and Guildenstern.

HAMLET   ‘Tis now the very witching time of night,
When churchyards yawn and hell itself breathes out
Contagion to this world. Now could I drink hot blood,
And do such bitter business as the day
Would quake to look on! 
But soft, what light through yonder window–!
Wait, wrong play. Damn those summer reps. Ah:
And do such bitter business as the day
Would quake to look on! Soft, now to my mother.

ACT III, SCENE III

HAMLET storms through the halls toward the Queen’s closet. He notices 
something through an open doorway and stops suddenly, pressing his 
back to the wall. He peeks around the open door into the room. His eyes 
widen. He mouths to us, “Claudius,” pointing, then mocks Claudius 
praying. CLAUDIUS must have moved, for HAMLET ducks away. He 
peeks around the doorway again and becomes more focused.

HAMLET   Now might I do it pat, now a is a-praying.

HAMLET looks down the hall in both directions, then carefully steps into 
the doorway.

HAMLET   And now I’ll do’t.

HAMLET draws his sword and begins to creep toward CLAUDIUS.
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HAMLET   And so a goes to heaven;
And so I am reveng’d!

HAMLET stabs CLAUDIUS viciously. CLAUDIUS resists. HAMLET 
does not relent. But at the peak of his victory his expression suddenly 
changes and he stops cold.

HAMLET   Now wait a second:
A villain kills my father, and for that
I, his sole son, do this same villain send
To heaven.
Why, this is hire and salary, not revenge.
A took my father grossly, full of bread,
With all his crimes broad blown, as flush as May;
And how his audit stands who knows save heaven?
But in our circumstance and course of thought
‘Tis heavy with him. And am I then reveng’d,
To take him in the purging of his soul,
When he is fit and season’d for his passage?
No.
Up, sword, and know thou a more horrid hent:
When he is drunk asleep, or in his rage,
Or in th’ incestuous pleasure of his bed,
Or any act that hath no relish of salvation in’t,
Then trip him, that his heels may kick at heaven
And that his soul may be as damn’d and black
As hell, whereto it goes. My mother waits.

ACT III, SCENE IV

HAMLET continues down the hall. Stops. Almost goes back.

HAMLET   No. Mother. Keep your mind on the mother. Mother! Mother!
Now, in my Mother’s chambers, a very famous scene, Polonius has been 

instructing her as to how to deal with me:
POLONIUS   Tell him his pranks have been too bold to bear
And that your Grace hath stood between
Much heat and him. I’ll silence me e’en here.
Pray you be round with him.
GERTRUDE   I warrant you, fear me not.
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HAMLET   Mother! Mother!
GERTRUDE   Ah! Withdraw, I hear him coming!

POLONIUS hides behind a curtain. GERTRUDE attempts a casual air. 
HAMLET storms toward the bed chambers and enters:

HAMLET   Mother! Mother! 
Now, mother, what’s the matter?
GERTRUDE   Hamlet, thou hast thy father much offended.
HAMLET   Mother you have my father much offended!
GERTRUDE   Come, come, you answer with an idle tongue.
HAMLET   Go to, you question with a wicked tongue.
GERTRUDE   Why, how now, Hamlet? Have you forgot me?
HAMLET   No, by the rood, not so.
You are the Queen, your husband’s brother’s wife,
And, would it were not so, you are my mother.
GERTRUDE   Nay, then I’ll set those to you that can speak.
HAMLET   Come, come, and sit you down.
You go not till I set you up a glass
Where you may see the inmost part of you!
GERTRUDE   What wilt thou do? Thou wilt not murder me?
Help, help!

Behind his curtain, POLONIUS listens to the commotion in distress. He 
tries to get the attention of someone far off and in doing so makes a bit 
of noise. HAMLET stops whatever he’s doing to GERTRUDE. He’s heard 
something. GERTRUDE looks guilty. HAMLET gestures for GERTRUDE 
to stay silent. HAMLET draws his sword and carefully stabs his way 
along the curtain, closer and closer to POLONIUS, who stands still and 
mortified. When HAMLET hits home, POLONIUS squeals. HAMLET 
drives the sword in deeper, then rips it out. He beholds the bloody blade 
and wipes it off with his hand. He’s done it!

GERTRUDE   O me, what hast thou done?
HAMLET   Nay, I know not. Is it the King?
GERTRUDE   O what a rash and bloody deed is this!
HAMLET   Almost as bad, good mother,
As kill a king and marry with his brother?!
GERTRUDE   As kill a king?
HAMLET   Ay, lady, it was my word.
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HAMLET rips open the curtain triumphantly but is terribly disappointed 
to see that it’s only POLONIUS. 

HAMLET   Thou wretched, rash, intruding fool. Farewell.
I took thee for thy better. Take thy fortune:
Thou find’st to be too busy is some danger…

He closes the curtain again. He looks at the blood on his hands, wipes it 
off on his shirt. Then looks at GERTRUDE.

HAMLET   Leave wringing of your hands
And let me wring your heart; for so I shall
If it be made of penetrable stuff.
GERTRUDE   What have I done, that thou dar’st wag thy tongue
In noise so rude against me?
HAMLET   Such an act
That blurs the grace and blush of modesty,
Calls virtue hypocrite, takes off the rose
From the fair forehead of an innocent love
And sets a blister there!
GERTRUDE Ay me, what act?!
HAMLET   Now, there are many ways to do this next bit: in which I show 
Gertrude a picture of my Father and a picture of Claudius so as to compare the 
one man ‘gainst the other. Numerous ways to go about it. I’ve seen ‘em all. I 
could have a locket strung around my neck with my father’s picture inside, and 
Gertrude one with a picture of Claudius. A very common solution. And then 
we fumble about with these bitty little props that can’t be seen past the first few 
rows – though of course in this theatre that wouldn’t matter so much.1 But over 
at the Geary� you get subscribers toward the back saying “What’s he doing to 
her now, Martha?” …Or, I could have Dad tattooed on my arm, and Claudius 
on Gertrude’s butt. Then of course we’d have to look at Gertrude’s butt. Keep it 
simple. Two paintings hung on either wall.
Look here upon this picture, and on this,
The counterfeit presentment of two brothers.
See what a grace was seated on this brow,
Hyperion’s curls, the front of Jove himself,
An eye like Mars to threaten and command,
A combination and a form indeed

1 This line assumes the performance is being given in a modest venue.
2 The name of the largest local theatre may be substituted.
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Where every god did seem to set his seal
To give the world assurance of a man.
This was your husband. Look you now what follows.
Here is your husband, like a mildew’d ear
Blasting his wholesome brother. Have you eyes?
Could you on this fair mountain leave to feed
And fatten on this moor? Ha? Have you eyes?
You cannot call this love; for at your age
The heyday in the blood is tame, it’s humble,
And waits upon the judgement, and what judgment
Would steps from this to this?!
GERTRUDE   O Hamlet, speak no more.
Thou turn’st my eyes into my very soul–
HAMLET   Nay, but to live
In the rank sweat of an enseamed bed,
Stew’d in corruption, honeying and making love
Over the nasty sty!
GERTRUDE   O speak no more.
These words like daggers enter in my ears.
No more, sweet Hamlet.
HAMLET   A murderer and a villain,
A slave that is not twentieth part the tithe
Of your precedent lord! A cut purse of the empire
That from a shelf the precious diadem stole
And put it in his pocket–
GERTRUDE   No more!
HAMLET   A king of shreds and patches!

The GHOST appears! HAMLET is startled.

HAMLET   Ah! Look!
GERTRUDE   O! What! What! What! 
HAMLET   Look there!

A moment of the GHOST.

HAMLET   Oh! Dear Father.
Now of course Gertrude cannot see the ghost. It is for my eyes only. And 

my reaction only serves to fortify in her mind my madness. 
GERTRUDE   Alas, he is mad.
HAMLET   See what I mean? I spot Dad and immediately assume I’m in 
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trouble. 
Dear Father!
Do you not come your tardy son to chide
That, laps’d in time and passion, let go by
Th’ important acting of your dread command?
GHOST   Do not forget. This visitation
Is but to whet thy almost blunted purpose.
But look, amazement on thy mother sits.

GERTRUDE looks amazed.

GHOST   Come, step between her and her fighting soul.
Speak to her, Hamlet.
HAMLET   Okay.
How is it with you, lady?
GERTRUDE   How is it with you
That you do bend your eyes on vacancy
And with th’ incorporal air do hold discourse?
Where on do you look?
HAMLET   On him, on him! Do you see nothing?
GERTRUDE   Nothing at all; yet all there is I see.

The GHOST exits.

HAMLET   Why, look you there, look how he steals away!
And the ghost is gone. Gertrude:

GERTRUDE   This is the very coinage of your brain–
HAMLET   Me: 
It is not madness
that I have utter’d,  Mother. For love of grace,
Lay not that flattering unction to your soul
That not your trespass but my madness speaks.
GERTRUDE   What shall I do? 
HAMLET   Not this, by no means, that I bid you do:
Let the bloat king tempt you again to bed,
Call you his mouse, pinch wanton on your cheek–
GERTRUDE   Hamlet!
HAMLET   And let him, for a pair of reechy kisses,
Make you to ravel all this matter out
That I essentially am not in madness,
But mad in craft. 
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GERTRUDE   Be thou assur’d, if words are made of breath,
And breath of life, I have no life to breathe
What thou hast said to me.
HAMLET   Well, ‘twere good you let him know. And as for him,
This man shall set me packing.
I’ll lug these guts into the neighbor room.
Mother, good night indeed.
Come, sir, to draw toward an end with you.

HAMLET begins to drag POLONIUS.

HAMLET   Good night, mother.

And HAMLET drags POLONIUS away. The old man is very heavy and 
HAMLET struggles at it for a while before collapsing to the floor on his 
bum, exhausted. He looks at the audience. 

HAMLET   This is exhausting… You know there comes a point in every one-
person show when you just wish another actor would come out and share the 
load.

HAMLET looks upstage at the curtains. Nobody arrives.

HAMLET   But, even with a full cast, Shakespeare’s little skit always feels like 
a one-man show. There is no one – not my mother, nor my old school chums 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, no nor even my once true love Ophelia – to 
help me toward mine end. Horatio is always there and that’s nice. But he’s just 
so damned agreeable all the time. Nothing to play against. Nope: just “the 
empty space” as Monsieur Brook would say. And I thought Denmark was a 
prison.

HAMLET looks upstage at the curtains again. Still nobody. We hear a 
drop of water fall.

ACT IV, SCENE III

HAMLET   At any rate. So. Now. Claudius. Is pissed.
CLAUDIUS   Where is Polonius?! (slaps HAMLET)
HAMLET   He demands. To which I retort “At supper.”
CLAUDIUS   Oh, at supper? Where?
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HAMLET   Not where he eats, but where he is eaten. A certain convocation of 
politic worms are eating at him. Yuh know, a man may fish with a worm that 
hath eat of a king, and eat of the fish that hath fed on that worm. But to your 
question– 
CLAUDIUS   Where is Polonius?! (slaps HAMLET)
HAMLET   In heaven. And if your messenger find him not there, go seek him i’ 
th’ other place yourself. And if indeed you find him not within this month, you 
shall (sniff) nose him as you go up the stairs into the lobby.
CLAUDIUS   Syrah, go seek him there.
HAMLET   A will stay till you come.
CLAUDIUS   Hamlet, this deed, for thine especial safety
must we send thee hence
With fiery quickness. Therefore prepare thyself.
The boat is ready, and the wind at help,
And everything is bent for England.
HAMLET   For England?
CLAUDIUS   For England.
HAMLET   Good. For England. Farewell, dear mother.
CLAUDIUS   Thy loving father, Hamlet.
HAMLET   Ehp! Father and mother is man and wife, man and wife is of one 
flesh; so my mother. 

HAMLET’s hands are forcefully handcuffed behind his back.

HAMLET   Come, for England!

HAMLET is hauled away.

ACT IV, SCENE IV

HAMLET   Damn! Exiled to England unavenged and now out o’ the reach of 
my purpose. I should have stuck it to Claudius while I had the chance, prayers 
or no prayers. Saint Peter, if he hath yet to give me the pearly key, could not 
possibly have admitted Claudius, that stinking heap of hypocrisy. Well, for 
the moment: Polonius’ gore will have to do. For now I am sent to England. 
Production After Production, I am Sent to England. It is rather amazing how 
time and time again all occasions do inform against me,
And spur my dull revenge. How stand I then,
That hath a father kill’d, a mother stain’d,
Excitements of my reason and my blood,
And still I let all sleep?
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Sure He that made us with such large discourse,
Looking before and after, gave us not
That capability and godlike reason
To fust in us unus’d. I do not know
Why yet I live to say this thing’s to do,
Since I have cause, and will, and strength, and means
To do’t! 

“From this time forth
My thoughts be bloody or be nothing worth!”

Anyway. So. Claudius sends Rosencrantz and Guildenstern as my escorts to 
England, and in their pockets an order to relieve me of my life. He would have 
done well to solicit brighter spies than Roz and Guild. For: in the blindness of 
their sleep, I steal the letter that damns me to the guillotine, pocket it as future 
Exhibit A, then substitute for it, in fonts carefully construed to mock the pen 
of yee old King, fresh commandments ordering the deaths of my traitorous old 
chums. So, yes, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are dead. And no they are not 
near my conscience, but two more notches on the belt of my swelling villainies. 
All justified mind you by honor and right. Or as it is often called: just revenge. 
Such an odd agreement we make, that blood endorse blood, that a hero may be 
a villain to be a hero. “I must be cruel, only to be kind.” And I am certain, loving 
audience, that you will excuse my villainies still, as you so graciously have these 
four centuries past, as I am your hero for the evening, and vicarious avenger 
of all your daily angst, hate, resentment, perceived injustice. True, I haven’t 
killed Claudius. Yet. But oh how sweet that red rush of blood that unfurled like 
victorious flags from the guts of my surrogate success: old Polonius. I slay my 
grand Shakespearean adversaries as you would your quotidian foes: your far 
too fashionable friends, jaded government employees, nagging telemarketers, 
fellow public transit patrons whose cell-phone chatter cuts through your ear! 
“Kill them all, Hamlet! And thank you! For by your efforts and the price of 
admission we are – for the moment – avenged.” I: am your: Polonius.

ACT V, SCENE I

HAMLET   Following my clever twisting of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern’s 
plot, my boat is conveniently intercepted by pirates, with whom I exhibit much 
dueling prowess, add a few more stripes of blood to my credit, yet: fail to 
escape. Luckily they deal with me like thieves of mercy, and in exchange for the 
promise of future favors, set me free minus my belongings up the shore from 
Denmark. All of this, of course, transpiring off stage – budgets being what they 
are.

So, having narrowly undone designs on my life, and now with a handful of 
lives upon my back, I meander my way home to Elsinor.

Faithful Horatio meets me at the docks. And it is with him that on the 
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outskirts of Elsinor I happen upon a gravedigger deep in his trade, bones 
scattered about him, and where we have come at last to Yorick, the best-known 
skull in all the world, who for some reason, though he is but a skull like any 
skull, has occasioned more sappiness in the history of Hamlet criticism than 
any other figure in Will’s play, myself included. I loved him in my childhood 
when he lived. He was a fine fellow, I admit, and full of infinite jest, etcetera. 
But the academics wrap Yorick in flags of sentimentality, and dwell intolerably 
on his fineness. To which I say, pah! Is he so fine as to revise “To be or not 
to be” and obliterate entirely from my epitaph the shrewd observation: that 
paradise on earth is never more than an unweeded garden? I think not…

There is nothing sentimental in Death. Death is unlike anything that comes 
before it, always unprepared for, and ugly. Like Yorick. With his dirt-filled eyes, 
his mocking half grin, his fatal stink, no matter how sweet or clever he once 
was. 

There’s more of his like ‘neath the earth than on’t,
And less of us above the ground than in’t.

Might this not be the pate of a politician? It might. Or of a courtesan, 
which could say “Good morrow, sweet lord. How dost thou, sweet lord?” Why, 
may not this be the skull of a lawyer? Where be his cases now, his tenures, and 
his tricks? This fellow might in’s time be a great buyer of land, with his fines and 
his recoveries. Is this the fine of his fines and the recovery of his recoveries, to 
have his fine pate full of fine dirt?

Ladies, though you may paint an inch thick, to this favour you must come. 
Gentlemen, bred to conquer the world, dost thou think the great Alexander 
looked o’ this fashion i’ th’ earth? E’en so.

Alexander died, Alexander was buried, Alexander returneth to dust, 
the dust is earth, of earth we make clay; and why of that clay whereto he was 
converted might we not stop a hole to keep the wind away? O that that earth 
that kept the world in awe should patch a wall t’expel the winter’s flaw.

A chorus is heard singing afar off.

HAMLET   But soft, here comes the King, the queen, and– that is Laertes 
returned from France, all with flickering lamps glowing at arms length as 
courtiers float a silent pine box through the dark. Who is this they follow 
so silent and yet so far removed from royal tombs? Such maimed rites doth 
betoken the corpse they carry did with desp’rate hand fordo its own life… 

I’ll not pretend ignorance. The dying candles they bare they do so to light 
the way for fair Ophelia…

Ophelia’s light glows from above, circles slowly around HAMLET from 
left to right and then from upstage. His back to the audience, he raises his 
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hand to the blinding light before it settles in the earth upstage and glows 
there quietly on the horizon. HAMLET walks closer to it, then turns to 
look out at the audience as the chorus finishes its song.

HAMLET  Horatio and I remain hidden out of view. When the churlish priest 
refuses to profane the service of the dead by administ’ring full rites to one 
released by her own hand, Laertes grows indignant at his sister’s o’er-simplified 
burial, and with bold brotherly love he bellows: 

In a terribly overdone French accent…

LAERTES   O treble woe
Fall ten times treble on that cursed head – 
HAMLET   Meaning mine 
LAERTES –Whose wicked deeds her most ingenious sense
Depriv’d her of. Hold off the earth a while,
Till I have caught her once more in my arms!
HAMLET   And leaps into her grave! Leaps into her grave! O, the bravery of 
this grief does put me into a tow’ring passion and I step forward to say Hey:
What is he whose grief
Bears such an emphasis? Dost thou come to 
To outface me with leaping in her grave?
I lov’d Ophelia! Forty thousand brothers
Could not with all their quantity of love
Make up my sum! 

And we struggle and we make threats and we use strong words, mine 
better crafted that his, and we are quite thoroughly men before pfft going our 
separate ways, he with the pedestrian:
LAERTES   The devil take thy soul!
HAMLET   And I with yet another origin of daily expression:
Let Hercules himself do what he may, 
The cat will mew, and dog will have his day.

ACT V, SCENE II

HAMLET   Act Five, Scene Two. The final leg of Shakespeare’s course.

We hear a drop of water fall.

HAMLET   Claudius, his English plot ‘gainst my life having been tangled, and 
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now without his right arm, Polonius, doth take up that right arm’s right heir, 
Laertes, coaches the lad to o’erflex the burning muscle of his hate for me, and 
squeezes out a hot steaming plot to void that guilt that stains the lining of his 
conscience:

He shall wager – wink wink – that in a dozen passes between myself 
and Laertes the latter shall not exceed me three hits. Tired from my journey, 
becalmed by time away, and thinking not much of it though I should know 
better given this is Shakespeare, I agree to play their game. Unbeknownst to me 
this plot is foul and Laertes’ sword envenomed. And should he miss his mark, 
Claudius sports a poisoned pearl to plop into the cup of wine he shall offer me 
once I am parched from swordplay and in need of drink. Why do people keep 
such things around the house? It’s just askin’ for trouble.

So, the plot is laid. I have in perfect ignorance taken up my part in’t. And 
with a mighty flourish the crowd of lords, ladies, Laertes, Horatio, the King, the 
Queen, and the swords are all brought forth.

Now. Oh let’s see. Many characters at once.
Claudius… The Queen, my mother… Laertes… Horatio… Lords… 

Ladies…
Oh, and one lord in particular, he who shall judge our match, Osric.

OSRIC, in secret, applies poison to the tip of one sword, then places it in 
the rack. OSRIC wheels forth the rack of swords.

OSRIC   Gentlemen, come, the foils.
HAMLET   We pick them out.
This likes me well.
LAERTES  This one is – how you say? – too heavy. Let me see another.
Ah, oui bon, this one suits me well.
HAMLET   I’ll be your foil, Laertes. In mine ignorance
Your skill shall like a star i’ th’ darkest night
Stick fiery off indeed.
LAERTES   You mock me, monsieur?
HAMLET   No, by this hand… Sheesh.
CLAUDIUS   If Hamlet give the first or second hit
The King shall drink to Hamlet’s better breath,
And in the cup a union shall he throw
Richer than that which four successive kings
In Denmark’s crown have worn – Come, begin.
HAMLET   Come, Laertes.
LAERTES   Come, my lord.
GERTRUDE   Go Hamlet!
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HAMLET   Thanks mum.

They play. HAMLET strikes LAERTES.

HAMLET   Judgment!
OSRIC   A hit, a very palpable hit.
CLAUDIUS   Hamlet this pearl is thine.
Here’s to thy health.

CLAUDIUS drinks, then makes a show of dropping the pearl in the cup. 
There is an amplified sound of the poisoned pearl hitting the wine with a 
plop and fizz trailed by a dark and ominous chord. CLAUDIUS offers the 
cup to HAMLET.

HAMLET   Nay, I’ll play this next bout first. Set it by awhile.
Come, Laertes.

CLAUDIUS steps away, clearly displeased. The dark chord fades. 

HAMLET   Come, Laertes.

They play. Very quickly, another hit.

HAMLET   Another hit. What say you?
LAERTES   Oui, a touch, I do confess’t.
CLAUDIUS   Gertrude, our son shall win.
GERTRUDE   The Queen carouses to thy fortune Hamlet.

GERTRUDE has taken the poisoned cup of wine.

CLAUDIUS   Gertrude! …Do not drink.
GERTRUDE   I will, my lord, I pray you pardon me.

GERTRUDE drinks.

CLAUDIUS   (aside) It is the poison’d cup. It is too late.
GERTRUDE   Come, Hamlet, let me sate thy thirst.
HAMLET   I dare not drink yet, madam – by and by.
LAERTES   My lord, I’ll hit him now.
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CLAUDIUS   I do not think’t.

GERTRUDE returns to her seat, a bit wobbly, and sets down the cup.

HAMLET   Come for the third, Laertes. You do but dally.
I pray you pass your best violence.
I am afeard you make a wanton of me.

LAERTES lunges forward and slices HAMLET deep across the arm. 
HAMLET will have none of that and goes on the offensive. 

CLAUDIUS   Part them, they are incensed.

In the fighting, HAMLET manages to get hold of LAERTES’ sword and 
stabs him fatally with both of them at once.

HAMLET   Gertrude:

GERTRUDE begins to swoon and topples over in her chair. Another dark 
chord slips into the air.

HAMLET   Osric: 
OSRIC   Look to the Queen there, ho!
HAMLET   Horatio:
HORATIO   They bleed on both sides. How does lord Hamlet?
HAMLET   Osric: 
OSRIC   How is’t, Laertes?
HAMLET   Me: Nay, how does the Queen? Claudius:
CLAUDIUS   She swoons to see them bleed!
HAMLET   Gertrude:
GERTRUDE   No, no, the drink, the drink! O my dear Hamlet! It is the drink! I 
am poison’d.

GERTRUDE dies, pointing at CLAUDIUS as she goes.

HAMLET   Me: O villainy! Ho! Let the doors be lock’d!
Treachery! Seek it out! Laertes:
LAERTES   It is here, Hamlet. Hamlet, thou art slain.
No med’cine in the world can do thee good.
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Nay, not thee, thou bloody, bawdy villain!
Remorseless, treacherous, lecherous, kindless villain!
He who kill’d my father, whor’d my mother–
HAMLET   Sister! No– Wait– Uh– That’s, uh, earlier. That’s me. Hih. Now, now, 
Laertes, he says:
LAERTES   But I, who have a noble father lost,
A sister driven into desp’rate terms,
Excitements of my reason and my blood–
HAMLET   …I’m sorry. Actually. Laertes is dying. He has forgiven me. He 
forgives me! He says, uh– Hamlet:
LAERTES   In thee there is not half an hour’s life.
The treacherous instrument is in thy hand,
Unblunted and envenom’d. This foul practice
Hath turn’d itself on me. It is the King.
The King’s to blame!
HAMLET   What say you?
The point envenom’d too! Then, venom, to thy work!

HAMLET runs CLAUDIUS through!

CLAUDIUS   O yet defend me friends! I am but hurt!
HAMLET   Here, thou incestuous, murd’rous, damned Dane,
Drink off this poison. Is thy union here?
Follow my mother!

CLAUDIUS dies terribly. HAMLET arises from the performing of it a bit 
distracted:

HAMLET   If it be now ‘tis not to come if it be not to come it will be now. If it 
be not now, Hamlet… Hamlet? …Hamlet! Yes! Laertes!
LAERTES   Exchange forgiveness with me, noble Hamlet.
Mine and my father’s death come not upon thee,
Nor thine on me…?

LAERTES dies, eyes open. HAMLET closes them.

HAMLET   Heaven make thee free of it. I follow thee. (winces at the wound 
in his arm. Claudius:) And thee. (Gertrude:) And thee. (Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern:) And they. (Polonius:) And he. (Ophelia:) And she.

Had I but time – As this fell sergeant, Death,
Is strict in his arrest – O, I could tell you–
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But– heh, but you see – and it is well documented – my time is: out 
of– joint– out of my hands! My objective is written. I cannot help but that I 
Am Hamlet. And that which fills this mortal sack that is nor water nor blood, 
nor ink, is but ego and ego: is who we are. Ego: is individuality. Give up on 
individuality and rather than ideas we get ideology. We get– culture that 
glimpses no horizon. We get that bland modern pride known as “political 
correctness” with its presumption that we might one day become creatures 
unable to give offense.

To be honest, the more I consider my life the less I understand it and now 
despair of ever meeting with any critique that will reconcile these endless and 
perplexing inconsistencies. At times I seem a bundle of Elizabethan cliches! 
Other times a rack of fashionable fetishes wrapped up in Freudian chatter. Herr 
von Goethe’s condescending sentimentality would have mine be the story of 
“a great deed imposed upon a soul unequal to zeh performance of it.” Mister 
T.S. Eliot went so far as to declare me an “artistic failure” on the grounds that 
I am dominated “by an emotion in excess of the facts as they appear.” Did he 
read the play? Mine is a play of stunningly murky questions. The light of these 
infinite answers grows evermore dim beneath my legendary shadow now 
stretched into yet another century of scrutiny. 

“Action! Action! Why doesn’t he take Action?” Well, let me tell you: my 
Action could never change anything in the eternal nature of things. This I know. 
It is ridiculous and humiliating that I should be asked to set right a world so far 
out of joint, when, all said and done, it is but to this (Yorick’s skull) favor that I 
must come. 

But: hih-hih, this is the curse of Knowing. Knowledge exposes action. 
Knowledge murders action. Action needs the veils of illusion. Action must see 
through a blind eye. My problem isn’t too much reflection. My problem isn’t 
an excess of possibility. My problem isn’t that I think too much. It’s that I think 
too well! Insight into the horrible truth, this outweighs any motive for action. 
This is your infamous ambiguity that every patron, critic, academician, actor, 
director has climbed aboard and made love to. I have been made the tart of 
world drama. Pimped out as promiscuously as the alphabet! 

You think it’s easy being Hamlet? Shakespeare put me on the map, yes, 
but across these centuries I have o’erwhelmed that terrain. Hamlet: is. With or 
without The Tragedy of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, by William Shakespeare. 
Mine is a life that hath risen off the page. A life beyond the proscenium. A life 
in the very language. A life of the world. Can you imagine? The life. And yet: 
no life. I have at last become what I have fought to escape: thoughts! Words! 
I am but Horatio to countless Lit Crit Hamlets who would be Hamlet if only 
they had time and means to do’t but they do not. I do. Why? Because I am well-
crafted. An author’s dream. A fiction: terminally immortal. Life: will never pass 
me by! This: empty space! This: is not life! This Is Art! I: Am–!
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Epiphany. A complete change of tone.

HAMLET   …I am very sorry that to Laertes I did forget myself;
For by the image of my cause I see
The portraiture of his.
Hath he not a father slain? A sister stain’d?
Excitements of his reason and his blood?
He was a very noble youth who to
His own self was true.
How many out of us can claim as much?
Your pardon, sir.

Wretched Queen, adieu. Goodbye, good lady. 
Farewell, dear mother.

And for Ophelia… I do regret… I have no art to reckon my groans. But 
that I lov’d her best, O most best… Believe it. 

God, what a wounded name I leave behind me,
Of carnal, bloody, and unnatural acts,
Of accidental judgments, casual slaughters,
Of deaths put on by cunning and forc’d cause,
And, in this upshot, purposes mistook,
Fall’n on th’inventors’ heads. All this did I 
Truly deliver.

What piece of work is a man, how noble in reason, how infinite in faculties, 
in form and moving how express and admirable, in action how like an angel, in 
apprehension how like a god. The beauty of the world, the paragon of animals 
– and yet, to me, what is this quintessence of dust?

There’s a divinity that shapes our ends,
Rough-hew them how we will. That is most certain.
The rest is silence.

Let be.
Let be.
Let be. 

HAMLET looks at the wall of tick marks. He walks up to it, pulls a piece 
of chalk from his pocket, and adds one more tick mark to the wall. He 
steps back and takes in the wall, then turns to the audience and bows. 
In the applause, HAMLET picks up the copy of his play as, upstage, 
OPHELIA steps out from the curtains. HAMLET notices a change in 
the audience’s attention. If they happen to stop applauding, he says, a bit 
incredulously:

HAMLET   What?
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Otherwise, he looks upstage and is stunned to see OPHELIA. He slowly 
approaches her and reaches out to touch her but OPHELIA steps away. 
There is a gentle underscoring of water droplets falling one by one as 
OPHELIA begins to enact the events of her demise: her picking and 
weaving of flowers into a garland that she places on her head, her 
climbing the willow and, at the top, reaching for a flower at the end of a 
branch, and her fall into the water below. She enacts the drowning for a 
moment, then looks at HAMLET. HAMLET turns to the audience and 
relays OPHELIA’s fate. It is a difficult speech for HAMLET to deliver.

HAMLET   There is a willow grows askant the brook
That shows his hoary leaves in the glassy stream.
Therewith fantastic garlands did she make
Of crow-flowers, nettles, daisies, and long purples.
There on the pendent boughs, her crownet weeds
Clamb’ring to hang, an envious sliver broke,
When down her weedy trophies and herself
Fell in the weeping brook. Her clothes spread wide,
And mermaid-like awhile they bore her up,
Which time she chanted snatches of old songs
As one incapable of her own distress. 
But long it could not be
Till that her garments, heavy with their drink,
Pull’d the poor wretch from her melodious lay
To muddy death.

HAMLET kneels beside OPHELIA and she touches him tenderly. After a 
moment, she walks upstage and stands waiting just within the curtains. 
HAMLET stands. He looks around at the theatre one last time, sets his 
play down on the chair, and goes to OPHELIA, but hesitates. OPHELIA 
offers her hand. HAMLET takes it and steps through the curtains and 
offstage.

The end.


